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Subject:
Icon Reserve Pilot Chute Failed to Clear Side Flaps, Ser #IN-I5-12509, DOM Sep 2008

Background:
19 November 2012 it was reported that when the pin was pulled for routine repack, the reserve pilot chute failed to clear the side flaps and a video was provided as shown in the captures below.

Observation:
It was noted from the provided video that the rig was not being worn and the pin was not pulled by its handle. The video shows that it was sitting on the ground and appers to have been pulled by the cable close to the pin, this would mean that this rigger’s hand had to have contacted the #5 flap once the pin was clear of the loop interfering with its normal activation.

It was then requested that this Icon be returnd to Aerodyne as soon as possible for evaluation.
Evaluation:
The rig arrived 29 November 2012 with the reserve closed as shown below and the first observation was that the loop was on the excessively long side and the reserve PC was not at full compression.

The rig was then test pulled exactly as it arrived. A good launch with no hesitation was observed. See captured video below. Video provided upon request.

After opening, the loop measured to be 137mm (5 ¾”), this is common length used here on tandem reserves. Typically, we would use a 115mm (4 ½”) with this combination.

←Actual loop taken from I5 #IN-I5-12509.
Testing:
30 November 2012 this Icon harness and container was then put through a total of 15 test fires.
- 5 each with the rig being worn in the upright position. Actuation initiated by ripcord handle.
- 5 each with the rig being worn in the face to earth position. Actuation initiated by ripcord handle.
- 5 each with the rig on the floor. Actuation initiated by ripcord handle.

Test Item:
Icon Ser #IN-I5-12509

Test Condition:
The reserve-closing loop was intentionally left excessively long to test atworst case.

Note:
When the loop is excessively long and the reserve pilot chute can be compressed some after closing, it has lost a good part of its energy and has a big effect on its performance.

Objective:
To see if any problems of any type could be detected and identified.

Results:
Of the 15 tests performed, no hesitations were experienced (see video).

Closing Comment:
Judging by the customer provided video, it would appear an anomaly was produced from 2 contributing factors, one being an excessively long reserve closing loop and the other from initiating reserve deployment in an unconventional manner. After completing the 15 successful test pulls we do not feel any corrective actions are necessary.

Recommendation:
Riggers in the field should note that when opening a reserve for its scheduled repack that all manufacturers advise that it should be worn on the shoulders and actuation initiated by ripcord handle.

The above evaluation, testing and report by Jeff Johnston.
Dec 5th 2012

**Regarding test-report for pilotchute hesitation on Icon I5 SN#12509**

Dear

The Swedish Parachute Association today received a copy of the previously requested report regarding the matter of a pilot chute hesitation on an Icon I5 container sn#12509.

The Swedish Parachute Association Technical Committee has reviewed the report *(11_3_2012 Reserve Acuation Evaluation copy)* and finds the report satisfactory to determine if there is ground to discontinue the preventive actions taken regarding the Aerodyne Research Icon container system.

The Swedish Parachute Association hereby revokes the grounding of all Aerodyne Research Icon container systems previously put into effect from November 23rd 2012.

_Regards_

Petter Alfsson-Thoor  
_Director of safety and training_